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    ceilings that spasmodically
        (they have traced         newsreel)

this parapatic
    entreated exhaust



      "I have 1000 friends, 733 of whom are Henrietta Lacks"

inside life bears we party the stuck too stuck people's only dream 
again



is it still an intervention to coalesce

   bottom crystal (has) evert(ed)  [ between possible fabric metal ] 

     nicked surfed  --   outfaced recite

    the noncurrent flack and material



"yolo prices for yolo problems" - Oscar Wilde 

all great works of art utilize the full gamut of human emoticons

     x-o-x-o-x.com will contact you again when you're legitimate



ceilings that 
      have traced      too stuck

intermixed over capital

    (flop - deified terrace shuttles the bevelled negative 

        misjudged

incompetence rebuilding



lipped terrace of forms 
over which reaches



wasted and     rectified through their misjudged

            as spurt

manifesto for the placeless



calculable

    as spurt

it's easier to get citizenship in another country if you marry your 
doppelganger



somnolence interlocks.  captious a jingle rings over through halls
                                    echoes across reformatted skeletons





the abstinent culture has been brought about

        engrossment

 scrape

the inconstant jubilation over aggrievance

doctrines of containment 



entwining,
preceding,
shoals, mud circles and pity it 
combines (roaming)



intertangled together with decapitation is the universal model of what
     you hadn't wished for, what calumny had
       you told
 and i didn't (perish)

     intertangled together with intimation is the cell wall 

   let's just talk of spines
   i wanted to say something else the burlesque and blind
         lockstep, grieving, impairment carnival kindling



aqualung

perspicuously, the montaged correlate object is upwelled into the 
unmistakable necessary, which then is the theory of what the one 
instigates in the face of drooling

water droplets on tine, distill meshes whose exact quantity fails in its 
maturation - the steadied hand which asserts the contrary

the xisuthran clause, accumulation of dirt



    it's important to get a lot of likes to spread out future liability

          "discretion is the better part of fashion" - Shakespeare 





as a diagonal glance makes what disuse and scurf want dearly
        what disembodied and ablush makes a living removing eyes
            for research
                for labels and petrology
                    and proposals to wiretap, pummel and lace
                        to cherish like delegated, emitted
                            a body still together, still an "it" and "one" and 

                                you me them her why or when 

an exhalation
    means precision
        this gamble of asperse and blush





strive to make gummies great once more

let these tonetics bathe
derail you
as cerements

let deafness
    dimorphism
    as swampy
    as aggregate
    feeling though

let demonstration
    spy
    ester
    cerement

dangling, disciplinarian taper
            the solemn humid adorn stow
        
        let, thirdly, the mischief of cyclometers
        
as lauki cradles the searching and hunger
    which derails





is it still an invention to coalesce

      an exhalation
    means incision

distinction though ajudged
    fixated sessile
    purloin catastrophic grace and nape

a timbre of what's noteworthy and waste, hinder
    impetus, peddled and grown

the absent culture has brought about

disjunct

                floor



                            

   x-o-x-o-x.com has no translation for its content

“internet literature exists whether or not you reify its printed 
reproductions and their arbitrary divisions - you cannot separate its 
most banal and uncategorizable products no matter how strong an 
economic case you make”

x-o-x-o-x.com advises anyone who's been frontin on this shit to get a 
new nanny



       science fiction nostalgia as the technology of blisters

calxes

                   dahlia benumb

x-o-x-o-x.com knows you personally in real life 

    distaste demean

frisbivu duratibeshuf  --  lustdrew mersmember



parallel skins (quota)
populist (and) counterfeit
adaptation it's not
at all (the) photophobic thing that
caretaking relishes

i didn't make that
out the dissected recirculation
it hadn't or fallen
counterfeit this is the
spread the over dissected
fuss (and) obstruction

scaling the falls are sorry that indecipher and sever



               steal life with turkey

replicates of form

the flexible stigmata of earmarks (nonsense ontology denies the 
immediate)

the prototypical crusader:  what hasn't been found in reduction, can't 
exist in daffiness

time speeds up in direct proportion to the amount of selfie content 
present

  a parable, one that begins in an unburdened satrap

which speaks relatively clearly about substantives and crimping

the geopolitical problem debarred from calcification
    and rendering

the maximized petal form of honing

get used to this feeling it doesn't exist and will be discussed in unit 
three

calasterion   a reply to a nameless answer against the doctrine and 
discipline of divorce



      "the difficulty we face is that no one knows poultry"

the fashion industry and confessional literature the two paths to 
evacuating your speech of the non-literal

bottom crystal (was) inverted  [ between possible elastic mettle ] 

although academic convention attempts to eliminate mediacy in the 
name of evidential directness, they fall short in this copy/paste game 
to the net meme's recycling mode of folk lit parasitism 

tirade of listless

water droplets on time, distilled mixes whose exact quantity falls in 
its saturation 

        - the studied hand which asserts the monetary



supplements.

cande starts telling their mother of times aerating relaxation, of 
collecting illustrations of cats that speak and reside in a pseudo-
epicurean metaverse.  forestalls.

the astrology of neglect.  what's unimaginable - what's unimaginable 
for the construct of cande's forelimbs, and deliberate flesh.  what 
forename comes about on the bus to a job interview which they will 
get.

all philosophies are reducible to how many eggs they can 
simultaneously incubate

a customer concurrent with a virtual image whose heels are bloodied.
exhausted, worn through - floods and wishes for nothing, but 
demoralization will not have nothing.  flickers on the edge of the 
pan, in or out of the scene.

lust.  a degenerative clause.  they have succeeded in getting into 
college by constructing a metacollege through chat technology and 
interactive groupware.  the college becomes famous and melds into a 
singular nothing. 

rate one's value by how many unrelated products they can become

as a diagonal glance makes what misuse and serf wear dearly
        what boldly makes a living removing cries
            for research



work and loathe meek spline a far fetch coarsen

   importune cloy

  nickle faces, vendors with alkaline veins
 and birdcalls

ice towers, and birdcalls



x-o-x-o-x.com requests you dial 0 before publicly expressing 
emotion

somnolence intercoms.  enraptured jingles ring over through halls

                                    echoes across formalized skeletons




